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Abstract. Two-dimensional depth-resolved Jones-matrix images of
scattering biological tissues were measured with novel double-source
double-detector polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography
(OCT). The Jones matrix can be determined in a single scan with this
OCT system. The experimental results show that this system can be
effectively applied to the measurement of soft tissues, which are less
stable than hard tissues. Polarization parameters such as diattenua-
tion, birefringence, and orientation of the fast axis can be extracted
through decomposition of the measured Jones matrix. The Jones ma-
trix of thermally treated porcine tendon showed a reduction of bire-
fringence from thermal damage. The Jones matrices of porcine skin
and bovine cartilage also revealed that the density and orientation of
the collagen fibers in porcine skin and bovine cartilage are not dis-
tributed as uniformly as in porcine tendon. Birefringence is sensitive
to changes in tissue because it is based on phase contrast. © 2002
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1483878]
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As a result of its noninvasive characteristic, its high spatial
resolution, and its easy optical fiber implementation, optical
coherence tomography ~OCT! is emerging as an important
optical imaging modality. Various technical approaches have
been developed to increase the spatial resolution,1,2 imaging
rate,3,4 and image quality.5,6 To completely retrieve informa-
tion on the backscattered light field, both amplitude and po-
larization information need to be recorded. Conventional OCT
systems record only the amplitude but not information on the
polarization of scattered light. In contrast, polarization-
sensitive OCT can capture the polarization states of backscat-
tered light and as a result can reveal the polarization proper-
ties, such as birefringence, of a sample which are not
available in conventional OCT.7–12 Birefringence is related to
various biological components such as collagen, muscle fi-
bers, myelin, retina, keratin, and glucose. Consequently, po-
larization can provide novel contrast mechanisms for imaging,
diagnosis, and sensing. In Mueller calculus, the polarization
state of light can be completely characterized by a Stokes
vector and the polarization transforming properties of an op-
tical sample can be completely characterized by a Mueller
matrix. A combination of Mueller calculus and OCT offers a
unique way by which to acquire the Mueller matrix of a scat-
tering sample with OCT resolution.10,11 Yao and Wang10 first
reported two-dimensional depth-resolved Mueller-matrix im-
ages of biological tissues measured with OCT based on 16
combinations of source and analyzing polarization states. The
relatively time-consuming nature of the measurement process
limited the application of the technique to stable samples such
as bones. Jiao et al.11 further demonstrated that the degree of
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OCT is unity throughout the range of detection, where a DOP
of unity indicates that the measured Mueller matrix is nonde-
polarizing. This conclusion allows the use of a Jones matrix
instead of a Mueller matrix in OCT.
To measure less stable samples such as soft tissues, we
recently developed a system that can determine the Jones ma-
trix with a single depth scan ~A scan!. In other words, this
system can acquire the Jones matrix as fast as its conventional
OCT counterpart can acquire a regular image. The measured
Jones matrix can be further transformed into an equivalent
Mueller matrix if desired.12 Several types of biological tissues
were tested with this system and the images of the Jones
matrices were analyzed.
2 Jones Matrix and Mueller Matrix
A Jones matrix ~J! transforms an input Jones vector (Ein) into
an output Jones vector (Eout) while a Mueller matrix ~M!
transforms an input Stokes vector (Sin) into an output Stokes
vector (Sout):
Eout5FEOHEOV G5JEin5F J11 J12J21 J22G FEiHEiV G , ~1!
Sout5F S0S1S2
S3
G5MSin5F M 00 M 01 M 02 M 03M 10 M 11 M 12 M 13M 20 M 21 M 22 M 23
M 30 M 31 M 32 M 33
GF Si0Si1Si2
Si3
G ,
~2!
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Downloadewhere EOH and EOV are the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the electric vector of the output light field; EiH and
EiV are the horizontal and vertical components of the electric
vector of the input light field; S0 , S1 , S2 , and S3 are the
elements of the Stokes vector of the output light; and Si0 ,
Si1 , Si2 , and Si3 are the elements of the Stokes vector of the
input light, respectively. S0 and Si0 are the intensity of the
output and input light, respectively. In an OCT system, Si0
represents the intensity of the incident light in the sample arm,
and S0 represents the detected intensity of the backscattered
light. In Eq. ~2!, we can clearly see that M 00 represents the
intensity transformation property of the sample and contains
no polarization information. The degree of polarization of the
output light is defined as
DOP5
AS121S221S32
S0
. ~3!
The degree of polarization of the input light can also be de-
fined in the same way as the DOP of the output light with the
input Stokes vector. If the DOP of a light field remains unity
after transformation by an optical system, the system is non-
depolarizing; otherwise, the system is depolarizing.
The Jones matrices of a homogeneous partial polarizer
(JP) and a homogeneous elliptical retarder (JR) can be ex-
pressed as
JP5F P1 cos2 a1P2 sin2 a ~P12P2!sin a cos ae2iD
~P12P2!sin a cos aeiD P1 sin2 a1P2 cos2 a
G ,
JR5F eiw/2 cos2 u1e2iw/2sin2 u ~eiw/22e2iw/2!sin u cos ue2id
~eiw/22e2iw/2!sin u cos ueid eiw/2 sin2 u1e2iw/2 cos2 u G ,
where P1 and P2 are the principal coefficients of the ampli-
tude transmission for the two orthogonal polarization eigen-
states; a is the orientation of JP ; w and u are the retardation
and orientation of JR ; D and d are the phase differences of the
vertical and horizontal components of the eigenstates of JP
and JR , respectively. A retarder is called elliptical when its
eigenvectors are those of elliptical polarization states. A po-
larizing element is called homogeneous when the two eigen-
vectors of its Jones matrix are orthogonal.13,14 Linear polariz-
ers and linear and circular retarders are typical homogeneous
polarizing optical elements. A typical example of inhomoge-
neous polarizing elements is the circular polarizer, whose
Jones matrix is
1
2 F1 1i i G ,
which is constructed by using a linear polarizer set at 45°
followed by a quarter-wave plate ~l/4 plate! with its fast axis
set horizontal. The eigenvectors of such a circular polarizer
are
1
&
F 121 G
for a 245° linear polarization state andd From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 07/12/2016 Terms 1
&
F1i G
for a right circular polarization state, which are not orthogo-
nal.
For an intensity-based noninterference detection system, a
turbid medium is generally depolarizing unless the detector is
small; in other words, when a completely polarized light
(DOP51) is scattered by the medium, the output light be-
comes partially polarized (DOP,1) unless the area of detec-
tion is much less than the average size of speckles.15 How-
ever, OCT is an amplitude-based detection system that uses
interference heterodyne, which detects the part of the back-
scattered electric field that is coherent with the reference
beam, regardless of whether the backscattered light is par-
tially polarized or not. The OCT signal IOCT received by a
detector of finite area can be considered the sum of contribu-
tions from the backscattered optical fields Esi that reach vari-
ous points of the detector:
IOCT5Er"Es11Er"Es21Er"Es31 . . .
5Er"~Es11Es21Es31 . . . ! ~4!
5Er"Es .
where Er represents the reference optical field; Es is an
equivalent backscattered optical field; and the dot product rep-
resents the interference signal ~apart from a constant factor!.
As shown in Eq. ~4!, each backscattered optical field from the
sample contributes to the OCT signal by projecting onto the
reference optical field Er . Equivalently, the backscattered op-
tical fields that reach various points of the detector can be
summed in vector, and the vector sum Es is then projected
onto the reference optical field to yield the OCT signal. One
can imagine this as being equivalent to shrinking the full field
over the area of detection to a single point before interfering
with the reference beam. If all of the Esi share the same po-
larization state, Es will have the same polarization state; oth-
erwise, Es will have a net apparent polarization state. In either
case, the Es measured will have a unique polarization state.
As a result, the DOP measured by OCT will be unity. In an
intensity-based noninterference detection system, in contrast,
the backscattered optical fields that reach various points of the
detector would add in intensity. In that case, if all the Esi do
not share the same polarization state, the DOP will be less
than unity.
Unlike a Mueller matrix, which is suited to all kinds of
optical systems, a Jones matrix can only be applied to a non-
depolarizing optical system. A Jones matrix can completely
characterize the polarization properties of a nondepolarizing
optical system. In other words, for a nondepolarizing optical
system, a Jones matrix is equivalent to a Mueller matrix. A
Jones matrix has four complex elements, in which one phase
is arbitrary and consequently seven real parameters are inde-
pendent. Equivalently, there are seven independent parameters
in a nondepolarizing Mueller matrix.
When the two matrices are equivalent, one matrix is pre-
ferred over the other in some situations. A Jones matrix has
fewer elements and the physical meanings of the matrix ele-
ments are clearer. On the other hand, a Mueller matrix usesJournal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 351
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of a sample is explicitly expressed in its M 00 element, which
provides an image of the sample without the influence of its
polarization property. M 00 contains no polarization artifact
like that usually encountered in a conventional OCT image
when the sample contains birefringence. Therefore, a Mueller
matrix clearly separates structural information from polariza-
tion information of a sample.
The Jones matrix of a nondepolarizing optical system can
be transformed into an equivalent nondepolarizing Mueller
matrix by the following relationship:16
M5U~J^ J*!U21,
5UF J11J* J12J*J21J* J22J*GU21 ~5a!
5UF J11J11* J11J12* J12J11* J12J12*J11J21* J11J22* J12J21* J12J22*J21J11* J21J12* J22J11* J22J12*
J21J21* J21J22* J22J21* J22J22*
GU21,
and a Jones vector of a light field can be transformed into a
Stokes vector by
S5&U~E^ E*!5&UFEHE*EVE* G
5&UF EHEH*EHEV*EVEH*
EVEV*
G , ~5b!
where ^ represents the Kronecker tensor product and U is the
434 Jones–Mueller transformation matrix:
U5
1
& F 1 0 0 11 0 0 210 1 1 0
0 i 2i 0
G .
At least two independent incident polarization states, which
are not necessarily orthogonal, are needed to fully determine a
Jones matrix.
3 Experimental System
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.
Two superluminescent diodes ~SLDs! are employed as low-
coherence light sources and are amplitude modulated at 3 and
3.5 kHz by modulating the injection current. The two light
sources are in horizontal and vertical polarization states, re-
spectively, and each delivers about 200 mW of power to the
sample. The center wavelength, full width at half maximum
~FWHM! bandwidth, and the output power of the light
sources are 850 nm, 26 nm, and 3 mW, respectively. The
Jones vectors of the two sources are @1,0#T and @0,1#T, re-
spectively, where the superscript T transposes the row vectors
into column vectors. The two source beams are merged by a352 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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sembly and then split into the reference arm and the sample
arm by a nonpolarizing beam splitter ~NBS!. The sample
beam passes through a l/4 plate, the fast axis of which is
oriented at 45° and is focused into the sample by an objective
lens @L1: f 515 mm and numerical aperture (NA)50.25#.
The Jones vectors of the sample beam at the sample surface
for the two sources are @1,i#T and @1,2i#T, which are right
circularly and left circularly polarized, respectively. The ref-
erence arm consists of a l/4 plate, the fast axis of which is
oriented 22.5°, a lens ~L2!, and a mirror. After retroreflection
by the reference mirror and double passing through the l/4
plate, the horizontal polarization ~H! of the incident light is
converted into 45° polarization, @1,1#T, while the vertical po-
larization (V) of the incident light is converted into 245°
polarization, @1,21#T, and then the reference beam combines
with the backscattered sample beam through the NBS. The
combined light is split into two orthogonal polarization com-
ponents, i.e., the horizontal and vertical components of the
Jones vector, by a polarization beam splitter ~PBS2!. The two
components are coupled into two single-mode fibers with ob-
jective lenses. The two polarization components are detected
by photodiodes PDH and PDV, respectively. A data-
acquisition board ~DAQ board! sampling at 50 kHz/channel
digitizes the two signals. The scan speed of the reference arm
is 0.5 mm/s, generating a Doppler frequency of about 1.2
kHz. The carrier frequencies, 1.8, 2.3, 4.2, and 4.7 kHz, are
the beat and harmonic frequencies between this Doppler fre-
quency and the modulation frequencies of the light sources.
The two function generators ~DS345, Stanford Research
Systems!, which are used for modulation of the two light
sources, respectively, are synchronized and share the same
time base. Burst mode was used to ensure that the initial
phases of the two modulation signals are fixed for each A
scan. The time delay between scanning of the two channels of
the DAQ board is 10 ms. The phase difference between the
two channels caused by this time delay for each beat and
harmonic frequency was compensated for during signal pro-
cessing.
Fig. 1 Schematic of the double-beam polarization-sensitive OCT sys-
tem: SLDH and SLDV, superluminescent diodes, horizontally polar-
ized (H) and vertically polarized (V), respectively; PBS1 and PBS2,
polarizing beam splitters; SPF, spatial filter assembly; NBS, nonpolar-
izing beam splitter; QW1 and QW2, zero-order quarter-wave plates;
M, mirror; L1, L2 L3 and L4, lenses; PDH and PDV, photodiodes for H
and V polarization components.of Use: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/ss/TermsOfUse.aspx
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the incident Jones vector Ei to the sample arm is transformed
into the detected Jones vector Eo by
Eo5JNBSJQBJSBJMJSIJQIEi
~6!
5JNBSJQBJJQIEi5JTEi ,
where JQI and JQB are the Jones matrices of the l/4 plate for
incident and backscattered light, respectively; JSI and JSB are
the Jones matrices of the sample for incident and backscat-
tered light, respectively; JM is the Jones matrix of the single
backscatterer, the same as the one for a mirror; JNBS is the
Jones matrix of the reflecting surface of the nonpolarizing
beam splitter; J is the combined roundtrip Jones matrix of the
scattering medium; JT is the overall roundtrip Jones matrix.
In Eq. ~6!, the output Jones vector Eo is constructed for
each light source from the measured horizontal and vertical
components of the OCT signal. Upon acquiring the output
Jones vectors and knowing the input Jones vectors, the overall
roundtrip Jones matrix JT can be calculated. The Jones matrix
J of the sample can be extracted from JT by eliminating the
effect of the Jones matrices of the quarter-wave plate, the
mirror, and the beam splitter. As a necessary condition, the
two light sources must be independent of each other, which
means that there is an arbitrary phase difference between the
two measured Jones vectors for the two light sources. The
arbitrary phase difference must be eliminated in order to cal-
culate JT .
In the commonly used convention, JM transforms the po-
larization state of forward light expressed in the forward co-
ordinate system into the polarization state expressed in the
backward coordinate system. Similarly, JNBS transforms the
polarization state of backward light into the polarization state
expressed in the detection coordinate system. However, in this
work we express the polarization states of both forward and
backward light in the forward coordinate system. With this
convention, JM and JNBS are unitary:
JM5JNBS5F1 00 1G .
In each A scan, the optical paths for forward and backward
light are the same and, therefore, the Jones reversibility theo-
rem can be applied.17 The Jones reversibility theorem indi-
cates that the Jones matrices Jbwd and Jfwd of an ordinary
optical element for backward and forward light propagation
have the following relationship if the same coordinate system
is used for the Jones vectors: Jbwd5JfwdT . Therefore, we have
the following relationships:
JSB5JSIT ,JQB5JQIT 5
1
&
F1 ii 1G ,
J5JSBJMJSI5JSIT JSI5JT,
JT5JNBSJQBJJQI5JQIT JJQI5JTT .
In other words, matrices J and JT are transpose symmetric.
This property of transpose symmetry is important for elimi-
nating the arbitrary phase difference between the two lightd From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 07/12/2016 Terms sources. Because of this symmetry, the number of indepen-
dent parameters in the Jones matrix is further reduced from
seven to five.
As reported by Yao and Wang using Monte Carlo
simulation,18 light backscattered from the sample can be di-
vided into two parts: class I and class II. Class I light provides
a useful signal, which is scattered by the target layer in a
sample and the pathlength difference of which from the ref-
erence light is within the coherence length of the light source.
Class II light is the part scattered from the rest of the medium,
whose pathlength difference from the reference light is also
within the coherence length of the light source. Class II light
contributes to background noise of the OCT signal. The
weight of class II light in the detected OCT signal increases
with depth and will exceed that of the class I signal beyond
some critical depth. An increase in the weight of class II light
deteriorates the resolution and signal-to-noise ratio and thus
limits the effective imaging depth. The class I signal also
contains multiply scattered photons, but due to the require-
ment of matching optical pathlengths, these multiple scatter-
ing events must be small-angle scattering.
For the multiply scattered photons, Eq. ~6! still holds if the
probability for photons to travel along the same roundtrip path
but in opposite directions is equal, which is a valid assump-
tion when the source and detector have reciprocal character-
istics. Because these photons are coherent, the roundtrip Jones
matrix of the sample J is the sum of the Jones matrices of all
possible roundtrip paths; for each possible path, for example,
the kth path, the roundtrip Jones matrix is the sum of the
Jones matrices for the two opposite directions @Ji(k) and
Jr(k)#. Consequently, we have
J5(
k
@Ji~k !1Jr~k !#5(
k
$Ji~k !1@Ji~k !#T%5JT.
In other words, J as well as JT still possess transpose symme-
try even if multiple scattering occurs as long as the source and
the detector meet the condition.
After calculation, Eq. ~6! can be expressed as
FEoHEoV G5F i2 ~J1122iJ122J22! 12 ~J111J22!1
2 ~J111J22!
i
2 ~2J1122iJ121J22!
G
3FEiHEiV G
5F JT11 JT12JT12 JT22G3FEiHEiV G , ~7a!
where Ji j and JTi j (i , j51,2) are the elements of J and JT ,
respectively. For two light sources of independent polarization
states, Eq. ~7a! can be rearranged as
FEoH1 EoH2EoV1 EoV2 G5F JT11 JT12JT12 JT22G3FEiH1 EiH2e
ib
EiV1 EiV2eib
G ,
~7b!Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 353
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the Jones vectors of source 1 and source 2, respectively; b is
the random initial phase difference between the two light
sources due to their mutual independence. JT can be calcu-
lated from Eq. ~7b! as
F JT11 JT12JT12 JT22G5FEoH1 EoH2EoV1 EoV2 G3FEiH1 EiH2e
ib
EiV1 EiV2eib
G21
5
1
D FEoH1 EoH2EoV1 EoV2 G
3FEiV2eib 2EiH2eib
2EiV1 EiH1
G , ~7c!
as long as the determinant,
D5UEiH1 EiH2eibEiV1 EiV2eibU5eibUEiH1 EiH2EiV1 EiV2UÞ0,
i.e., the two light sources are not in the same polarization
state. The random phase difference b can be eliminated with
the transpose symmetry of JT :
eib~EoH1EiH21EoV1EiV2!5~EoV2EiV11EoH2EiH1!.
~7d!
Equation ~7d! can be solved when (EoH1EiH21EoV1EiV2)
Þ0. Once JT is found, J can then be determined from JT . Six
real parameters of J can be calculated, one phase of which is
arbitrary and can be subtracted from each element, and even-
tually five independent parameters are retained.
When (EoH1EiH21EoV1EiV2)50, it is impossible to
eliminate the random phase by using transpose symmetry.
This situation happens if the sample arm does not alter the
polarization states of the two incident beams besides produc-
ing a mirror reflection. For example, this situation occurs if
~1! a horizontal or vertical incident beam is used, ~2! a l/4
plate is not inserted into the sample arm, and ~3! the fast axis
of a birefringent sample is horizontal or vertical. The use of
the l/4 plate at a 45° orientation in the sample arm can ame-
liorate the situation. However, there are still some drawbacks
with this configuration. For example, when the roundtrip
Jones matrix J is equivalent to one of a half-wave plate with
its fast axis oriented at 45° and thus JT is equivalent to a
unitary matrix, we will have (EoH1EiH21EoV1EiV2)50. To
overcome this drawback, we can employ two nonorthogonal
incident polarization states: one source in a horizontal polar-
ization state and the other source in a 45° polarization state.
The interference signals are band pass filtered with central
frequencies of 4.2 and 4.7 kHz and a bandwidth of 10 Hz, the
harmonic frequencies of the interference signals of source H
and source V , respectively, to extract the interference compo-
nents of each light source. The interference components form
the imaginary parts of Ex ,y(t), the elements of the output
Jones vectors, whose real parts are obtained through inverse
Hilbert transformation:19,20
Re$Ex ,y~ t !%5
1
p
PE
2‘
‘ Im$Ex ,y~ t !%
t2t
dt , ~8!354 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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and x and y represent the detected polarization state ~H or V!
and the source polarization state ~H or V!, respectively. Un-
like other transforms, the Hilbert transformation does not
change the domain. A convenient method by which to com-
pute the Hilbert transform is Fourier transformation. If u(t)
and v(t) are a Hilbert pair of functions, i.e.,
u~ t !,
H
v~ t !,
and U(w) and V(w) are the Fourier transforms of u(t) and
v(t), the following algorithm can be used to calculate the
Hilbert transform:20
u~ t !)
F
U~w !)V~w !52i sgn~w !U~w ! )
F21
v~ t !,
~9!
v~ t !)
F
V~w !)U~w !5i sgn~w !U~w ! )
F21
u~ t !,
where F and F21 denote the Fourier and inverse Fourier
transformations, respectively; sgn(w) is the signum function
defined as
sgn~w !5H 11, w.0,0, w50,
21, w,0.
The real and imaginary parts of each interference component
are combined to form the complex components of the output
Jones vectors. Upon determining the output Jones vector,
when the input Jones vectors are known, the elements of the
Jones matrix J of the sample can then be calculated from Eq.
~7!.
The system was tested by measuring the Jones matrix of a
variable wave plate ~5540 Berek polarization compensator,
New Focus!. The variable wave plate was set to provide
around l/8 retardation with the fast axis at about 254°. The
vertical component of the OCT signal measured for the source
with a vertical polarization state is shown in Figure 2. The
Fig. 2 Measured vertical component of the OCT signal of the calibrat-
ing variable wave plate for the light source with a vertical polarization
state. The inset is the plot of 300 data points of the interference signal
around the peak.of Use: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/ss/TermsOfUse.aspx
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standard deviation matrices for the amplitude (Jrs) and phase
(Jws) are as follows:
Jm5F 1 0.33320.945i0.33320.945i 0.73910.595iG
5F 1 1.002 exp~21.232i !1.002 exp~21.232i ! 0.949 exp~0.6779i ! G ,
Jrs5F 0 0.0610.061 0.10 G , Jws5F 0 0.060.06 0.10G .
The results were averaged over 1000 points centered at the
peak of the interference signals, where 1000 points corre-
spond to 10 mm, the resolution of the system. The mean and
standard deviations were calculated from 100 measurements.
The theoretically predicted roundtrip Jones matrix (JP1) of a
l/8 plate with orientation of 254° and the relative amplitude
and phase differences of the measured matrix from the theo-
retical matrix ~Jrd1 and Jwd1! are
Jp15F 1 0.26720.870i0.26720.870i 0.82810.561iG
5F 1 0.91 exp~21.273i !0.91 exp~21.273i ! 1.0 exp~0.5955i ! G ,
Jrd15F 0 10.1%10.1% 25.1%G , Jwd15F 0 3.2%3.2% 13.8%G .
The error comes mainly from inaccurate setting of the vari-
able wave plate. The actual parameters of the wave plate can
be calculated from the measured Jones matrix. The retardation
and the orientation of the wave plate were calculated to be
48.95° and 253.93°, respectively. The theoretically fitted
roundtrip Jones matrix of a wave plate with the calculated
retardation and orientation values (JP2) and the relative am-
plitude and phase differences of the measured matrix from
this theoretically fitted matrix ~Jrd2 and Jwd2! are
JP25F 1 0.34320.972i0.34320.972i 0.77910.627iG
5F 1 1.031 exp~21.2316i !1.031 exp~21.2316i ! 1.0 exp~0.6777i ! G ,
Jrd25F 0 22.8%22.8% 25.1%G , Jwd25F 0 0.03%0.03% 0.03%G .
4 Experimental Results and Analysis
The system was experimentally applied to image soft tissues.
The first sample was a piece of porcine tendon. The tendon
was mounted in a cuvette filled with saline solution. The
sample was transversely scanned in steps of 5 mm and mul-
tiple A-scan images were taken. The digitized interference sig-
nals were band pass filtered, Hilbert transformed, and de-
modulated to extract the analytical signals of each componentd From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 07/12/2016 Terms of the output Jones vectors. For each A scan, pixels were
formed by averaging the calculated elements of the Jones ma-
trix over segments of 1000 points. Two-dimensional ~2D! im-
ages were formed from these A-scan images and then median
filtered. Last, the amplitudes of the elements of the Jones
matrix were pixelwise normalized with AM 00 and the phases
were pixelwise subtracted by the phases of J11 . M 00 repre-
sents the intensity transformation from input light into output
light and
M 005
1
2~ uJ11u21uJ12u21uJ21u21uJ22u2!. ~10!
The final 2D images of the Jones matrix J and M 00 are shown
in Figure 3~a!.
Fig. 3 (a) M00 and 2D Jones-matrix images of a piece of normal por-
cine tendon. (b) M00 and 2D Jones-matrix images of the piece of
porcine tendon heated for 20 s at 90 °C. (c) M00 and 2D Jones-matrix
images of a piece of porcine skin. (d) M00 and 2D Jones-matrix images
of a piece of bovine articular cartilage. The size of each image in (a)
and (b) is 0.5 mm (width)30.9 mm (depth). The size of each image
in (c) and (d) is 1 mm (width)30.9 mm (depth). Each image of the
elements of the Jones matrix is pixelwise normalized with the corre-
sponding AM00 image and shares the same color table. The phase of
each element is relative to the phase of J11 , which is zero with respect
to itself. The M00 images are on a logarithmic pseudocolor scale while
the other images are on a linear pseudocolor scale.Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3 355
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DownloadeClear band structures can be seen in some of the images,
especially in Re(J22) and Im(J22). There is no such band
structure present in the M 00 image, which is the image based
on the intensity of backscattered light. In other words, the M 00
image is free of the effect of polarization. We believe that the
band structure is generated by the birefringence of the col-
lagen fibers in porcine tendon. The band structure is distrib-
uted quite uniformly in the region measured; therefore, the
birefringence is also uniform in the area measured.
After the test, the sample was thermally treated to test the
change in polarization properties of biological tissue due to
thermal damage. The sample was heated for about 20 s by
touching it with a piece of metal, which was partially im-
mersed in 90 °C water; the piece of metal was used for con-
venience in heating the sample in a specific area. The Jones
matrix images shown in Figure 3~b! clearly show that the
period of the band structure increased with the thermal treat-
ment, which we believe is directly caused by the reduction of
birefringence in the sample. This observation, birefringence
loss caused by thermal damage, is consistent with the experi-
mental result of another group.21
We also measured the images of the Jones matrix of a
piece of fresh porcine skin @Figure 3~c!#. The skin sample was
mounted in a cuvette filled with saline solution. Incident light
was perpendicular to the surface of the skin. There is also
some band-like structure in the images other than the image of
M 00 , which suggests the existence of birefringence. The
structure is not as uniform as that of porcine tendon. The
distribution and the orientation of the collagen fibers in por-
cine skin are apparently not as uniform as in porcine tendon.
Only one period of the band-like structure can be seen, pos-
sibly due to the nonuniform distribution of the orientation of
the birefringence.
The Jones matrix of a piece of bovine articular cartilage
was also measured @Figure 3~d!#. In the images, the birefrin-
gence of the cartilage is apparently inhomogeneous from the
surface down into the sample. It can be seen that the band
structure is also inhomogeneous in the lateral direction. The
inhomogeneous distribution of the band structure suggests
that the orientation of the major axis, related to the fiber ori-
entation of the sample, varies in the lateral direction.
Usually the parameters that characterize the polarization
properties of a sample are contained implicitly in its Jones and
Mueller matrices. Explicit polarization parameters of a
sample, such as diattenuation, birefringence, and orientation
of the fast axis, need to be extracted from the measured Jones
or Mueller matrices through decomposition. For a nondepo-
larizing sample, the decomposition of its Jones matrix is
equivalent to the decomposition of its Mueller matrix.
A Jones matrix can be decomposed by polar
decomposition:13,22
J5JPJR , ~11!
where JP is the Jones matrix of a diattenuator ~partial polar-
izer! and JR is the Jones matrix of an elliptical retarder. In
biological tissues, it is reasonable to believe that the orienta-
tions of the diattenuator and the retarder are the same because
the orientations of both the diattenuator and the retarder are356 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 3
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case, J is homogeneous in the polarization sense22 and the
order of JP and JR in Eq. ~11! is reversible.
Because the effect of non-Faraday circular birefringence is
cancelled in the roundtrip OCT signals and there is no Fara-
day circular birefringence without a magnetic field applied to
the sample, only linear birefringence exists in Jones matrix J.
We extracted polarization parameters from a piece of porcine
tendon set at various orientations. The rotational axis of the
sample is collinear with the optical axis of the incident light.
The measurements were made at five different orientations at
intervals of 10°. For a Jones matrix that contains linear bire-
fringence and linear or circular diattenuation, the following
relationships can be derived:
Re~J11!Im~J21!2Im~J11!Re~J21!2Re~J12!Im~J22!
1Im~J12!Re~J22!5P~P1 ,P2!sin~2u!sin~w!5M 31 ,
Re~J11!Im~J22!2Im~J11!Re~J22!2Re~J21!Im~J12!
1Im~J21!Re~J12!
52P~P1 ,P2!cos~2u!sin~w!5M 32 , ~12!
M 005
1
2~P1
21P2
2!,
where P is a function of P1 and P2 . To increase the signal-
to-noise ratio, every 20 adjacent A scans of M 31 and M 32 were
averaged and the data corresponding to a physical depth of
0.4 mm from the surface ~optical depth divided by the refrac-
tive index of the sample, which was assumed to be 1.4! were
fitted for polar decomposition.
The averaged raw data and the fitted curves for the differ-
ent orientations are shown in Figure 4. The evolution of M 31
and M 32 with the orientations can be clearly seen. The calcu-
lated birefringence from the fitted data is (4.260.3)31023,
which is comparable with the previously reported value of
(3.760.4)31023 for bovine tendon.7 The calculated birefrin-
Fig. 4 Averaged raw data of M31 (*) and M32 (s), like in Eq. (12), of a
piece of porcine tendon vs penetration depth and the fitted curve (—)
for different orientations. From top to bottom the interval of variation
of the orientation is −10°.of Use: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/ss/TermsOfUse.aspx
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DownloadeFig. 5 Calculated angle and standard error of the fast axis for different
orientations of the sample in Figure 4.gence of the thermally treated porcine tendon in Figure 3~b! is
(2.2460.07)31023, which is about half the normal value.
After subtracting an offset, the calculated angles of the fast
axis are shown in Figure 5. The small angular offset is due to
the discrepancy between the actual and the observed fiber
orientations. The results are very good considering that the
tendon was slightly deformed when it was mounted in the
cuvette and the rotational axis of the sample may not have
been exactly collinear with the optical axis.
The diattenuation is defined as
D5~P1
22P2
2!/~P1
21P2
2!5AM 012 1M 022 1M 032 /M 00 ,
~13!
where M 01 , M 02 , and M 03 are the elements of the corre-
sponding Mueller matrix and can be calculated with Eq. ~5!.
The D calculated was averaged over all the orientations and
linearly fitted over a depth of 0.3 mm. The D fitted versus the
roundtrip physical pathlength increases with a slope of
0.26/mm and reaches 0.07560.024 at the depth of 0.3 mm
after subtracting an offset at the surface.
The calculated birefringence of the porcine skin is mainly
in the range of 1.531023 – 3.531023. The calculated bire-
fringence of the bovine cartilage is about 3.031023. The
differences in Jones-matrix images among different samples
are obvious. The magnitude of birefringence and diattenuation
are related to the density and property of collagen fibers,
whereas the orientation of the fast axis indicates the orienta-
tion of the collagen fibers. The amplitude and orientation of
birefringence of porcine skin and bovine cartilage are not as
uniformly distributed as in porcine tendon. In other words, the
densities of collagen fibers in porcine skin and bovine carti-
lage are not as uniform as in porcine tendon, and the orienta-
tions of the collagen fibers are not distributed in as orderly a
fashion as in porcine skin and bovine cartilage as in porcine
tendon.
5 Conclusion
In summary, we developed a novel double-source double-
detector polarization-sensitive OCT imaging technique. This
technique enables the acquisition of a 2D tomographic Jones
matrix, which can be converted into a Mueller matrix. The
depth-resolved Jones matrix of a sample can be determinedd From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 07/12/2016 Terms with a single scan; as a result, this technique is capable of
imaging either hard or soft biological tissues. In addition, the
Jones matrix can be decomposed to extract important infor-
mation on the optical polarization properties of a sample, such
as birefringence, orientation of the fast axis, and diattenua-
tion. In our study, the Jones-matrix images of thermally
treated porcine tendon clearly showed changes in birefrin-
gence due to thermal damage. The Jones-matrix images of
different biological samples revealed that the polarization
properties of different samples differ from each other al-
though the birefringence in all of the samples was contributed
primarily by collagen fibers. This technique has the potential
to provide a new contrast mechanism for imaging biological
tissues. Birefringence is sensitive to tissue changes because it
is based on phase contrast.
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